I. INTRODUCTION
Most readers of this Article probably have encountered-and been frustrated by-password-complexity requirements. Such requirements have become a mainstream part of contemporary culture-the more complex your password is, the more secure you are, right? So the cybersecurity experts tell us. Moreover, policy makers have accepted this "expertise" and have even adopted such requirements into law and regulation. 1 This Article asks two questions. First, it examines whether complex passwords actually achieve the goals many experts claim. Does using the password "Tr0ub4dor&3" or the passphrase "correcthorsebatterystaple" actually protect one's account? Concluding complex passwords are a red herring, as recently confirmed by the federal standards makers, 2 this Article then examines why such requirements became so widespread.
Through analysis of historical computer-science and related literature, this Article reveals a fundamental disconnect between the best available scientific knowledge and the application of that knowledge to password policy 3 development. Discussions with computer scientists who were leading experts in computer security during the period (Aug. 7, 2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-man-who-wrote-those-passwordrules-has-a-new-tip-n3v-r-m1-d-1502124118. 3. I use "policy" broadly throughout this Article to refer to any legislative, regulatory, or organizational policy impacting complexity requirements for passwords.
when password-complexity policies developed suggests that the disconnect between scientific literature and policy outcomes cannot be fully explained by a simple failure of computer-security researchers to identify the shortcomings of complex passwords. Nor can it be fully explained by a failure of computer-science research to consider the user design implications of password complexity and associated research in psychology. This Article proposes the alternative hypothesis that the disconnect resulted from a "stovepiping" failure of a different type-the failure to convey relevant scientific knowledge in a framework which could drive a shift in policy direction. 4 A common approach to arguing for policy reversal or change is the presentation of new evidence. However, this Article posits that in certain contexts mere contrary or "corrective" evidence may be insufficient. This is because of the effects of policy inertia, which result in a state where more evidence is required to reverse a policy than would have been required to implement it in the first place. Frequent vacillation of policy positions can have destabilizing effects on economic markets and social structures, and within certain highly technological or scientific contexts, this differential may be even more harmful. Using cybercecurity as an example, this Article proposes the hypothesis that in such cases, the same (high) level of evidence should be required for implementation of policy in the first instance as is required for subsequent reversal or revision of policy.
Under such a hypothesis, in the context of complex passwords, the result would be that this higher standard of evidence was not met after computer science gained understanding that password complexity did not address the problems it claimed to solve. Thus, what was required for policy reversal was not merely new computer-science evidence but the characterization of that evidence within a framework demonstrating that continuing the original course of action was actually resulting in a worse condition than originally existed. In fact, this type of net benefit/loss economic framing was largely missing from the discourse regarding authentication at the time and, indeed, remains deeply undertheorized in contemporary discourse regarding cybersecurity policy. 5 The implications of these results are compelling. If the assertions in this Article are correct, the technical complexity of society has vastly outstripped our policy-making process's ability to keep pace. A dystopian view of this result suggests we are heading toward technocracy. (How did you feel the last time Facebook or Google implemented a major overhaul?) A perhaps more optimistic view, however, suggests that such technical complexity is not a new concept in relative terms [Vol. 96:339 and that historical context can provide some guidance as to how to adapt.
This optimistic view proposes that regulatory history may provide suggestions for regulating rapidly changing fields like cybersecurity. Looking to other fields such as medicine, aviation, and other technologies whose development outpaced the policy makers of the time can provide such insight for the Information Age. Each of these fields had to develop a scientific knowledge base upon which to base policy frameworks and evaluate subsequent policy changes. Developing a science of cybersecurity and requiring evidence-based policy making can provide solutions applicable to the specific problems presented in this Article, and that process of developing a scientific base as a regulatory prerequisite may also benefit other highly technical subjects faced by an increasingly complex society.
Simply put, cybersecurity policy making must, as with other technical fields, move towards requiring evidence-based policy making in the first instance. To do otherwise in such a highly technical and rapidly evolving field undermines the very purposes of the regulatory process itself, particularly in the context of delegation to "expert" administrative agencies. This Article examines that concept through the lens of the specific problem of password complexity and offers a policy making prescription by way of example: the myth of "risk prevention" must be replaced with the empirically founded calculus of risk management. And the primary question to be addressed must not be "Is your system secure?" but rather "Do your risk mitigation techniques match your risk tolerance?"
II. THE CONCEPT OF STOVEPIPING
Academic research departments often debate the concept of "stovepiping"-the idea that intense focus within their own discipline, while beneficial to depth-oriented research, decreases the likelihood that broader questions may be investigated. In recent years, many major U.S. research institutions have increased the number of interdisciplinary or cross-disciplinary initiatives. 6 While a promising trend, examples like those presented in this Article suggest the trend may not be adequate to address the complex technical problems facing an increasingly interconnected society. This paper explores, through the example of information-security regulations, the disconnect between how legal and policy communities versus technical and scientific communities formulate questions. That disconnect, combined with the increasing interconnectivity and resulting complexity in global society, suggests that traditional policy-making processes may be inadequate to address certain contemporary challenges. This project began with the hypothesis that a lack of interdisciplinary integration within computer-science research failed to identify the shortcomings of complex passwords discussed in section III.A. of this Article. While only a small percentage of the literature on password complexity has addressed this concern, 7 based on discussions with computer scientists 8 involved in early password policy making and feedback received during the development of this Article, that hypothesis appears incomplete. It is important to note that there exists little, if any, formal literature documenting this history. Substantial credit is owed to Professors Steven Bellovin, David Clark, and Matthew Blaze for their direct recitation of relevant history during the development of early password-authentication practices during the 1980s and early 1990s.
The initial inquiry of this Article began from the hypothesis that computer-science research failed to account for certain human factors, thus leading to the production of incomplete evidence that formed the basis of policy recommendations. This hypothesis seemed unsatisfying, however, because substantial research into human-computer interaction and human factors (in technology) has been ongoing for several decades. 9 Furthermore, discussion with leading computer scientists during the period when password-complexity policies first were developed indicated that, even if unpublished, at least some key components of the computer-security community recognized that raw password complexity was not a simple tradeoff. Based on this knowledge, this Article posits a revised hypothesis suggesting that, notwithstanding an understanding of various factors, the policy-making processes-at the legislative, regulatory, and organizational levelswere mismatched with the processes for developing and refining technical knowledge to adapt to changing situations, particularly in the context of matters of "safety and security." Thus, the "stovepiping story" is not one of a failure of computerscience research to recognize human factors and incorporate expertise from psychology, sociology, and related fields. Rather, this Article proposes that the disconnect resulted from a stovepiping failure of a different type-the failure of any scientific or policy discipline to connect the results of scientific knowledge to a characterization which could drive a shift in policy direction. Factors such as policy entrenchment 10 and heightened standards for justification of policy rescission 11 make the process for changing policy direction more stringent than that for establishing initial policy. Furthermore, the fear of moving away from a known quantity (an apparent "protective measure") to an unknown quantity-particularly when that unknown quantity involves removal of the original protective measure-is a well-known condition which organizations and policy makers resist. After all, "nobody ever got fired for buying IBM," as the old saying goes. 12 Several computer-science articles identify the shortcomings of complex passwords, with some even going so far as to assert that the complex-password proposition is fundamentally flawed in the modern context. 13 What this body of literature fails to accomplish, however, is developing a model for overcoming the policy inertia already in place with respect to password complexity. Overcoming this inertia, as discussed above, requires not simply demonstrating the inapplicability of the original proposition but taking a step further to demonstrate the harm caused by maintaining policies based on the original proposition. Put simply, what is missing from the existing debate is a demonstration that complex passwords cause more harm than good.
This Article articulates that calculation and further identifies that within the context of cybersecurity, such tradeoffs must be the approach through which researchers frame policy-oriented results and through which policy makers translate research into rules. The existing "technological arms race" of cybersecurity is hopelessly doomed as system complexity will always introduce new opportunities for compromise. Rather, as discussed in Part IV, a risk-analysis/risk-mitigation approach is required to develop long-term solutions to cybersecurity problems that endure technological change. Similarly, such an approach may be applicable to other areas of policy making where technological change is likely to disrupt social, political, or economic assumptions inherent in carefully crafted policy solutions. 
III. STOVEPIPING IN CYBERSECURITY
Information security, or "cybersecurity," 14 presents an interesting quandary for researchers. Many of its elements, such as encryption algorithms, require the development of deep subject-matter knowledge to solve new problems. Yet at the same time, defending a complex system requires a wide breadth of knowledge including how administrative, technical, and physical elements interact with one another. This interaction requires understanding not just the appropriate subfields of computer science but operations science, psychology, economics, and many other fields as well.
A. Policy Making, Complexity, and Change
The failure to consider properly the interaction among many fields of expertise may have negative impacts beyond mere less-than-optimal outcomes. If the advice given by depth-oriented expertise is not properly contextualized within the problem of the overall technological and operational system, the result may in fact be policies that are worse than had no action been taken. Depth-oriented expertise may recognize this concern but fails to contextualize it within a comprehensive risk-analytic framework workable for policy makers.
However, this disconnect does not stop at the development of scientific and technical knowledge; it is key to issues of policy making, particularly in safety and security contexts. Those contexts are instructive of one part of the problem: the emotional need not to decrease security or to implement measures that give the appearance of comfort, a concept often colloquially described as "security theater." 15 The context of cybersecurity is instructive of the second half of the problem-rapidly changing technology and societal structures outpace the capacities of traditional policy-making processes. Some scholars have gestured at general concerns regarding rapid technological change, 16 although as of this writing these concerns remain largely undertheorized. While full development of such a theory exceeds the scope of this Article, 17 it makes an important step forward by describing a tractable example of a policy-making failure that can be traced from start to (near) finish. 18 Modern computer and information systems require various degrees of and methods for security, one of which includes a concept known as "authentication"-the ability of the system to confirm that the human interacting with it is who they claim and that they possess the proper authority for those interactions. As discussed in section III.B., authentication credentials, including usernames and passwords, form the primary method of this process. Yet, as most users of modern computing systems are aware, passwords are largely considered cumbersome and unusable-too complex to remember, too frequently changing, and largely regarded as insecure.
B. Complex Passwords: A Case Study
This section challenges the assumptions of security theatre regarding passwords and authentication, arguing that password-complexity requirements are an illusory solution resulting in large part from the problems of policy entrenchment and a breakdown between the expectations of the policy-making process and the manner in which rapidly changing technical fields develop and articulate their knowledge bases.
Organizations often require users to have certain complexity elements in their passwords, such as multiple classes 19 of characters. This security measure was developed in consultation with experts in cryptography and cryptanalysis, who (correctly) informed policy makers that (in the abstract case) the more complex passwords are harder 18. Shortly before publication of this Article, the U.S. National Institute for Standards and Technology released guidance expressly repudiating the efficacy of password complexity within the authentication context. GRASSI ET AL., supra note 2. As of the time of writing, however, the author anticipates that substantial time will be required before those recommendations are incorporated into legislative, regulatory, and-lastly-organizational policy, in large part for the reasons articulated in Part IV of this Article. 19. A character class is a (somewhat arbitrary) delineation of categories of text characters. Traditionally, these are keyboard characters that are grouped into four classic sets: uppercase (English) alphabet characters, lowercase (English) alphabet characters, (decimal) numerals, and special characters, which usually comprise punctuation.
to compromise than less complex passwords. As a result, most organizations have implemented password-complexity requirements, 20 and some policy makers considered imposing strict requirements. Most readers of this Article likely have encountered (and perhaps even been frustrated by) a password-complexity requirement for a computer system or Internet service they have used. Some readers may even have questioned the efficacy or necessity or such practices. As the following example illustrates, such questions hold merit-the efficacy and necessity of password-complexity requirements are, as yet, unsubstantiated by empirical evidence for most contexts. 21 Yet such requirements have become industry standard practice 22 and have even become part of generally applicable policy making at the federal level in the United States. 23 The concept of password complexity is the proposition that by requiring users to select passwords meeting certain restrictions, the overall security of an information system is improved by decreasing the likelihood that an attacker will be able to guess a given user's password. This concept is a proverbial sacred cow in computer-security literature, vigorously defended both in academic and professional publications. 24 It is these conclusory assumptions that stovepipe the concept of password-complexity analysis in cybersecurity. A review of the leading literature on password complexity reveals a deep analysis of the usability, guessability, and other probabilistic metrics of passwordcomplexity requirements. 28 However, very little literature addresses either of the following two critical questions: (1) Are complex passwords the most efficient means to achieve the defensive goals they facilitate; and (2) if not, does the marginal benefit (if any) of complex passwords-in addition to more efficient techniques for protecting data-justify any other costs or vulnerabilities introduced into the system as a result of increased complexity requirements? 29 The lack of satisfactory answers to these questions within the existing literature results in the disconnect between scientists and policy makers at the heart of this Article. Because existing work fails to demonstrate empirically (or even test) whether complex passwords have a net positive impact on overall system security, it becomes extremely difficult for policy makers to overcome policy entrenchment. 30 Put vastly more simply, no one has scientifically answered the question: Are complex passwords "worth it"? This Article asks why such a question has gone 25 largely unaddressed for so long-nearly forty years from Morris and Thompson's 1979 work until the 2017 reversal of NIST guidance to recommend against overly complex passwords.
Fundamentals of Password Complexity
Password complexity primarily stems from concerns regarding the "guessability" of knowledge-based authentication tokens (e.g., passwords) used in computing systems. Unlike immutable characteristicbased authentication tokens (e.g., biometrics) that measure what a user is or possession-based authentication tokens (e.g., digital smart cards) that measure what a user has, knowledge-based authentication tokens measure what a user knows and then shares with the system provider-or as it is commonly called, the shared secret. 31 This is a critically important method of authentication because, at least as long as neurological science remains unable to observe precise thoughts of individuals, knowledge-based authentication tokens are both unobservable 32 and inalienable. 33 The unobservability and inalienability of passwords thus makes guessing a user's secret (i.e., password) seem the most likely vector of attack. Therefore, the probability of success in guessing, whether by characteristic-based attacks, 34 probabilistic-based attacks, 35 brute-force methods, 36 would seem a critical measure in evaluating system security. If an attacker were easily able to guess a user's password, then system security would be impaired. And the more complex that users' passwords are required to be, the less likely it is that an attacker would be able to guess those passwords-or so the (empirically unsubstantiated) story goes. This widely accepted 37 (but unproven) proposition in security requires one rather substantial assumption-that an attacker has an available vector by which to repeatedly guess passwords. 38 Essentially, in order for the complexity of passwords to have any defensive efficacy, the attacker must first achieve one of the following steps: (1) acquire a copy of the password-storage files from the system; (2) compromise the authentication interface into which the username and password are entered; (3) otherwise compromise the system in a fashion enabling the attacker to surveil users' login attempts and observe their credentials; or (4) achieve some privilege which allows the attacker to physically observe the entry of the credentials. Additionally, password complexity will play a role if the authentication interface does not employ techniques to limit the number of password-guessing attempts. More generally, in the case of brute-force attacks, the attacker must either be able to run an offline analysis against a file containing users' credentials 39 or make very large numbers of guesses which are confirmed or rejected by the system in real time. Essentially, an attacker must already have compromised the system in some way before password guessing would become an effective technique. Yet, as discussed previously, much modern computer-science literature skipped this step and jumped straight to the assumption-car-35. Probabilistic attacks, commonly referred to as "dictionary attacks," are those which rely on generalized context for classes of users, such as permutations of common (U.S.) English words for the passwords of users in a U.S.-based organization. In addition to language dictionaries, attackers now have extensive "dictionaries" of commonly used passwords which are traded like commodities throughout electronic black markets (colloquially, the Dark Web). See Chakrabarti & Singhal, supra note 31, at 69. 36. Pure brute-force methods make no assumptions about the probable composition of passwords beyond the enforced complexity requirements and iterate through every possible combination consistent with those requirements. An example brute-force attack on a decimal-numeric-only password would begin with the password "0," iterate through to the password "9," begin the next cycle with "10" continuing through to "99," then "100" through "999,, and so on. 37. As noted by revisions to NIST guidance published during the publication process of this Article, commentators have recently begun questioning this proposition. See GRASSI ET AL., supra note 2. 38. Such vectors can include both online attacks (repeated attempts against an active authentication interface) and offline attacks (cryptanalytic analysis of authentication credential storage). See Chakrabarti & Singhal, supra note 31. 39. In other words, the attackers must be able to analyze users' username-password combinations or their cryptographically stored equivalents.
ried over from 1979-that systems did not protect against "brute-force guessing" through other means.
"Guessability"-the False Assumption
It is this false assumption-that processes for attackers to guess passwords necessarily exist-which underpins the continuing of the false (and possibly scientifically disproven 40 ) belief that complex passwords are an essential element of information security for all cases. Recent scientific cybersecurity literature generally is silent on the question of necessity, 41 and professional-practice literature in cybersecurity anecdotally documents and proceeds to assume the extant presence of such processes but also fails to address the necessity of such processes. 42 This Article argues that necessity is a provable falsehood-that for all cases there exist superior methods to sufficiently mitigate the possibility of password-guessing processes. This argument rests on the net cost-benefit economic framing of the problem proposed in this Article. If correct, this argument has substantial implications for the process of engaging technological expertise in policy making because that framing would satisfy the condition of demonstrating not only lack of efficacy but also actual net harm. This demonstration would be the type hypothesized to satisfy the thresholds required to overcome policy entrenchment.
As discussed above, neither scientific nor professional-practice literature adequately describes the reasoning behind why passwords necessarily are guessable. This section summarizes the anecdotal information I have gathered over the years of working and conducting research in this area. Cross-referenced with teaching materials from computer science 43 and professional practice texts, 44 it discusses the most probable attack vectors against which complex password purport to protect and identifies why in each case a superior defensive method exists. The 
a. Password Guessing Via Authentication (Login) Interfaces
Perhaps the most commonly asserted attack vector for password guessing is the authentication interface, or login screen. This also is perhaps the most preposterous claim as to the efficacy of complex passwords as a defensive mechanism. The claim rests on the presumption that the authentication interface will allow virtually unlimited attempts to guess a user's password. This is an absolutely unnecessary condition, and techniques to defeat such attempts have existed in computer security for decades. 46 Perhaps obvious to the lay user, limiting the number of login attempts before a user's account is locked is a complete defense against this type of attack. Many permutations of this type of defense exist and can be tailored to suit the usability needs of an organization or public-facing system. 47 
b. Password Guessing Via Unprotected/Unsanitized Service
Authentication interfaces are not the only means by which password validity can be verified in real time. Various information services, most commonly web and database services, can provide means by which an attacker can send inquiries to a computer server, the response to which would indicate whether particular authentication credentials (usually username-password combinations) were valid. Such services generally allow for this inquiry-response exchange outside the traditional authentication interface and therefore theoretically may bypass the authentication-attempt-limiting techniques described above. Remediating this vulnerability, however, is simply a matter of engaging in engineering practices that require that similar authentication-attempt-limiting techniques are also applied to any service which makes use of or allows access to the general authentication service. In other words, the designers of a system should ensure that frequency limits are placed on any function that can check the validity of a username-password combination.
c. Offline Password Attacks
Offline password attacks comprise the set of techniques which involves the use of cryptanalytic techniques to determine a user's password based on some stored information to which the attacker has gained access. Most commonly, this is the password storage the database or other storage structure in which a system maintains records to verify the authenticity of user passwords. 48 A first-order critique of complex passwords as a defense against offline attacks is straightforward-if the attacker already has the password tables, the system is already compromised. More precisely, in order to acquire the stored information against which cryptanalytic techniques can be applied, the attacker must first find some vulnerability that affords privileged access to the system. In this case, while it is true that access to the password table might enable the attacker to inflict some small amount of further damage against the system or other systems, 49 the primary focus for allocating limited defensive resources should be on the original point of compromise that allowed the attacker to acquire the password tables in the first place.
Nonetheless, it remains a worthwhile question to investigate what additional net gain (even if small) in security is afforded by making difficult offline analysis of password storage tables, particularly because of the problem of password reuse. 50 Here too, however, the logic of password complexity fails-a clearly superior defense to password complexity exists.
In the context of offline attacks, the logic of password complexity as a defense mechanism is predicated on the concept that passwords are stored in some type of cryptographically complex format. Were passwords simply stored in plain text, the complexity of the password would be irrelevant to the attacker-once the password-storage system was compromised, the actual passwords would be human readable. Thus, for complex passwords to afford any benefit in the context of offline attacks, the system in question must employ some type of cryptographic technique to store other information that cannot be used as the password but can be used to check the validity of the password. The most common type of technique is a one-way hash. 51 creases in access to computer power, primarily through cloud-computing services, attackers are able to pre-compute many possible securestorage equivalents for commonly used hash functions. 52 This technique, which generates large databases known as "rainbow tables," is similar to creating a large phone book. When an attack acquires a password-storage table, they simply take the stored hash and look up what password it corresponds to in the rainbow table. Proponents of complex passwords argue that such requirements reduce the efficacy of rainbow table-based attacks because the larger the space of potential passwords, the greater computation power is required and the less likely the attacker's "phone book" will contain the password.
There are two logical flaws with this argument. First, it assumes that requiring complex passwords will successfully decrease the likelihood that actual users' passwords (as opposed to potential but unused passwords) will appear in the attackers' phone books. One of the challenges of complex passwords is that they are difficult for users to remember, and one technique users employ to circumvent such memory challenges is selecting the easiest compliant password. 53 For example, under complexity rules requiring at least one lowercase letter, at least one uppercase letter, and at least one number, the password "Password1" becomes both easy to remember and widely used. 54 Attackers do not simply generate rainbow tables based on all possible combinations. The concept of dictionary attacks, well-known throughout cybersecurity, indicates that attackers create "dictionaries" of commonly used passwords. They use these not online for online guessing attacks of the forms discussed in the sections above but also for offline attacks in selecting which "words" to include in their phone books. In addition, consumers typically reuse the same password across a large number of services. Hence, once an attacker has associated a user account with a particular password hash, the probability increases that the credentials can be reused in other services or attacks. Thus, the efficacy of complex passwords in defending against these types of pre-computation attacks is limited by the psychological and usability constraints of human beings-if complex passwords are difficult to remember and attackers know users are likely to circumvent memory difficulties in a specific way, they can tailor their attacks accordingly.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, complex passwords should not be the primary line of defense against pre-computation attacks be- cause other techniques exist which dramatically limit the abilities of attackers to generate their rainbow table phone books successfully. For example, small modifications to the storage functions can render attackers' phone books completely ineffective. 55 Such techniques are both highly effective and more efficiently scaled to increased computing power than the approach of requiring humans to remember increasingly lengthy and complex passwords.
"Defense in Depth"-Measuring Marginal Benefit
"Defense in depth" is a term often invoked by the cybersecurity community to justify additional and often costly security measures. 56 While certainly not inherently negative, such a brute-force approach to security is not necessarily efficient. Security resources will necessarily be limited, so deploying those resources in the most effective manner is crucial. Thus, the term "costly" here becomes particularly important because, while there exists empirical research discussing the direct financial cost of security measures and estimated financial losses from data breaches, 57 such research fails to discuss other types of costs. Lost efficiency from the usability constraints of policies such as password-complexity requirements, the creation of new attack vectors, and organizations' operational impairment have yet to become a focus of empirical cost-benefit research in cybersecurity. The critical element here again is the lack of a net cost-benefit economic analysis to determine the appropriate allocation of limited security resources.
The problem with existing discussions of defense in depth, therefore, is that little (if any) attention focuses on the marginal rate of return for the next investment in or layer of defense. In certain highreliability environments, such as strategic-weapons-control systems, commercial-aviation operations, or nuclear-energy generation, marginal rate of return may be a lower concern-or, stated differently, the value placed on additional security is sufficiently high that it justifies increased cost. However, in other environments such as consumer websites, where operational tradeoffs may introduce other vulnerabilities, the value of additional security may not be worth the additional cost. This type of economic analysis, which disambiguates the security goals of high-reliability environments from other types of environments, 58 appears virtually absent from the existing cybersecurity and cybersecurity-policy literature. 59 It seems intuitively strange to apply concepts from high-reliability environments to other operational environments without considering the degree to which such concepts translate. Yet this is precisely what occurs in cybersecurity when defense in depth is invoked to justify additional security measures.
In the context of passwords, defense in depth is effectively a fallback justification applicable whenever specific justifications for password complexity are challenged. A strictly additive measure of system security would, in fact, conclude that notwithstanding the analysis in the section above, complex passwords do increase system security (even if only marginally so over other measures). However, strictly additive measures are a deeply incomplete metric for evaluating system security.
Such approaches assume that decreased usability will not drive users to circumvent system-security measures or at least that such circumvention can be limited with even more stringent security measures. For example, in the context of password complexity, concerns regarding password reuse often drive system administrators to limit the chronological time before a password can be reused, in an attempt to ensure that users do not switch from one password to a new one and then back again. This security measure is designed to enforce more strictly the requirement that users not reuse passwords.
This assumption has yet to be supported by empirical research. By contrast, the alternative hypothesis-that decreased usability will drive users to circumvent system-security measures-is empirically demonstrable, at least, through overwhelming anecdotal evidence. While anecdotal evidence is a poor method for drawing more concrete conclusions, such methods of qualitative analysis can inform future quantitative analysis. A simple Google search for the terms "yellow sticky note password" produces sufficient results suggestive that the concept of password-complexity circumvention should be studied empirically. 60 58. See David Thaw, Data Breach (Regulatory) Effects, 2015 CARDOZO L. REV. DE NOVO 151, 152-56. 59. Some commenters on this Article suggested that, while not publicly documented, some organizations may make these types of economic-tradeoff analyses internally. While certainly a laudable approach, the focus of this Article is macro-level policy, an end generally not well served by confidential, undocumented, internal organizational choices by a sufficiently small number of organizations that neither scientific nor professional literature has yet to document such activity. In a well-known example of password-complexity circumvention, then-U.S. Vice Presidential Candidate Sarah Palin's Yahoo! email account was compromised via the password-reset function. 61 Most consumer websites have a function that allows a user to reset his or her password by answering a series of questions. These questions, however, typically comprise personal information which is also either a matter of or easily derivable from public record. For example, common questions include "What was your city of birth?" 62 and "What was your high school mascot?" 63 The need for such questions to be easy to recall is linked to the difficulty many users have with remembering complex passwords. Yet if a user's password can be easily reset with questions answerable from public knowledge, 64 net marginal impact of password-complexity requirements may in fact be negative, as a new attack vector is created for attackers. A similar analysis could be applied to the yellow sticky note problem described above.
I do not intend to suggest that marginal benefits from various security measures (including complex passwords) do not exist nor that such marginal benefits are never justified. Rather, this analysis focuses on disambiguating the unsubstantiated assertion that certain security measures-such as complex passwords-are always better and instead suggests that the integration of interdisciplinary research such as techniques from economics, psychology, and organizational science can better inform the selection of optimal security for a given operational context.
IV. IMPLICATIONS OF THE STOVEPIPING DISJUNCTURE
The example of password complexity and this revised stovepiping story suggest two key results for the process of policy making in an age of rapid technological change.
First, there must be proper connection between questions on which policy makers seek guidance and the corresponding questions that re-67/the-most-common-hiding-places-for-workplace-passwords [https://perma.unl .edu/J9YF-3QYJ] (describing an I.T. worker's experiences finding passwords hidden on scraps of paper around offices). networking websites such as Facebook, for a nontrivial percentage of the population (at least for the purposes of cyber adversaries), the high school they attended can be predicted from their place of birth, and birth records are a matter of public record. Most U.S. high schools have public-facing websites or Wikipedia entries that, at least, indicate their athletic mascot. 64. The argument that many consumer websites send password-reset instructions via email is also assailable as public Internet email communications are (by definition) insecure and subject to interception with the proper equipment.
searchers answer. This is of particular import in an age of rapid technological change because policy entrenchment can occur before mistakes can be recognized and corrected. Second, when policy change is required, whether because of underlying change in circumstances or original error, scientific evidence must not only describe the change but must characterize that change in a manner suited to overcoming policy entrenchment and the standards for policy rescission. This latter category suggests a risk-analytic framing of cybersecurity questions which currently is underdeveloped in scientific, professional, and policy literature. While comparative analysis of the efficacy of risk-analytic frameworks still requires further investigation, initial evidence suggests that a riskanalytic framework is substantially more effective at preventing cybersecurity incidents and enabling organizations to protect critical assets. 65 Cybersecurity is a particularly instructive example as security contexts often require heightened evidence to justify overcoming security theater.
A. Addressing the Same Question
If complex passwords are such a bad idea, how did they become industry standard practice? 66 The answer is cybersecurity stovepiping. While it is true that more complex passwords would, in the purely theoretical case, make passwords more difficult to attack, this answer fails to communicate the full set of relevant scientific knowledge. As discussed above, this is mathematically true-the more complex the password space (the realm of possibilities), the more difficult it is to "brute force" the password (guess it by trying every possible combination). And, under certain extremely limited conditions, the marginal additional security afforded by such complexity may have a net security benefit for the overall system. Under most circumstances, however, the marginal additional security benefit would fall well short of the marginal additional-security detriment from additional attack vectors introduced as a result of password complexity-the most notable being the password-reset function. Thus, the net cost-benefit analysis would not suggest, in most cases, that complex passwords increase system security.
Part of this breakdown came from a failure of scientific research to link the complete technical picture to a comprehensive analysis capable of overcoming policy inertia and entrenchment. Additionally makers inquired how to make passwords safer, what they really intended to ask was: What approach will make authentication interfaces more difficult to compromise? That answer, which is quite different than a brute-force-complexity analysis, involves understanding elements of network security, information-systems design, user interface and user-experience design, and which parties are most efficiently situated and equipped to bear the cost of increased security. In other words, rather than asking a cryptography question, policy makers should have been asking a question involving several subfields of computer science, psychology, organizational operations, and economic theory. Had that question been asked-and were it to be asked today-the answer most likely would be: There are ways to secure authentication processes which allow users to employ passwords the average person is capable of remembering, provided other steps are taken to secure the system. 67 The proposition of this hypothetical answer appears to be correct based on the revisions to the NIST guidance on authentication practices published in 2017. 68 Of course, the process of policy entrenchment is well established on the issue of passwords, so this latter question would likely make little difference for password policy at this late stage. 69 The former question-what character of evidence is required to overcome policy entrenchment-is key for the current state of authentication practices and password policy. The example, however, is illustrative of a point relevant to policy-making processes more generally: before policy entrenchment occurs, when engaging scientific expertise, it is critical to ensure that the policy question being asked matches the scientific question being answered.
B. Overcoming Policy Entrenchment
Part II of this Article introduces the hypothesis that policy entrenchment explains the failure of scientific research in cybersecurity to correct erroneous policy regarding password complexity. Part III examines this problem in detail and concludes that existing research did suggest against current password complexity policies but, as virtually every Internet user is aware, such policies persist. 67 . Cf. Usable and Secure Passwords, supra note 28 (providing links to information about password security and research about password "guessability"). 68. See GRASSI ET AL., supra note 2. 69. Given the recent changes in NIST guidance and the personal mea culpa of the author of those original standards (both of which occurred during the publication process of this Article), there is cause to think that seeking alternate means of securing authentication interfaces and facilitating password use may not be futile exercise. Nonetheless, there still exists substantial inertia-both in policy entrenchment and in industry adoption-to overcome in changing direction. See id.; McMillan, supra note 2.
Overcoming policy entrenchment requires more than simply showing that earlier circumstances have changed. At the time Morris and Thompson wrote their seminal piece on password-complexity issues in late-1970s UNIX systems, 70 their analysis was correct within its context. Assumptions regarding system configuration at the time suggested that passwords more complex than those in use at the time (e.g., dictionary words as short as three or four characters) were required for adequate security. By the time Florencio, Herley, and Coskun responded in 2007, 71 the landscape of information systems had fundamentally changed. As discussed in their work and in Part III of this Article, complex passwords no longer achieve net-positive security benefits in most cases. 72 Furthermore, Florencio, Herley, and Coskun were hardly the first to point out this failure in their 2007 work. What was missing was the connection to a risk-analytic framing of cybersecurity, which would allow policy makers to overcome entrenchment and justify a change in course of policy direction. More simply-policy makers lacked the relevant evidence to change direction because the scientific evidence showed only that the previous conclusion was no longer correct and not that the previous conclusion might be causing ongoing net negative effects.
C. Risk-Analytic Framework for Cybersecurity
The analysis in this section suggests the need for cybersecurity research, practice, and policy making to employ a risk-analytic framework. Stated more simply, each security measure needs to be examined in the context of an overall system in empirical practice to determine whether given measures produce a net positive or net negative effect when implemented. Current approaches variously define cybersecurity through mathematical modeling 73 or enumerated compliance, 74 with few exceptions. 75 Of particular import, these notable exceptions-applicable to the healthcare and finance industries in the United States-performed nearly four times more effectively at preventing data breaches reportable under U.S. law during the period from January 2000 through December 2010. 76 Collectively, this evidence and the analysis in this Article suggest an alternate, risk-analytic-based definition for cybersecurity. This definition can be phrased as a simple question: Do the risk-mitigation techniques for a given information system match the risk-tolerance level appropriate to that system's goals and functions? This question, while perhaps apparently simple, is quite complex to unpack and translate to a workable definition. A regulatory approach I call Federated Regulation, which describes a unique approach to cybersecurity regulation used in U.S. federal health-care-cybersecurity regulation, has shown substantial promise in this regard.
Federated Regulation (also known as Management-Based Regulatory Delegation) is a theory for engaging private expertise in regulation both on the front end (rulemaking) and on the back end (compliance). 77 It replaces the directly (or "checklist") style of regulation with one based on a risk-analytic framework, transforming the regulatory requirement to a four-part process: (1) regulatory authorities define general or "aspirational" areas of concern to be addressed; (2) regulated entities must conduct risk assessments of those areas and develop compliance plans consistent with reasonable management of those risks; (3) regulated entities must follow their own compliance plans; and (4) the plans must be "reasonable" and be updated periodically and with changes in the organization's risk profile. As described by Perri and Thaw:
This process has been very successful in engaging private expertise to manage healthcare privacy and cybersecurity in the United States. Under this model, legislatures establish an organic statutory framework that calls upon an administrative agency to develop regulations in conjunction with the entities subject to that regulation (and other relevant stakeholders). The regulations then promulgated by the agency, rather than defining strict standards for compliance, instead, lay out general or aspirational goals for regulated entities to achieve. Entities then are required to develop compliance plans which reasonably achieve those goals, and to follow their own plans. This last step 76. Id. at 354-55. 77. See id. at 324-26 (describing Management-Based Regulatory Delegation as having two collaborative parts: the promulgation of aspirational goals by the legislators followed by the industry experts drafting compliance plans to achieve said goals). This method, as discussed in further detail elsewhere, combines Kenneth Bamberger's theory of regulatory delegation in rulemaking with Cary Coglianese and David Lazer's theory of management-based regulation for compliance to describe a process which engages private expertise to draft regulations by allowing private entities to manage their own compliance process. becomes the primary compliance objective, subject to regulatory agency oversight for reasonableness of the plans and entities' adherence to those plans. 78 The comparative-efficacy points discussed earlier in this Article are based primarily on a comparison of Federated Regulation 79 and de facto directive regulation at preventing certain cybersecurity breaches of statutorily identified "personal information" during the years 2000 through 2010. That preliminary work showed substantially improved capacity at preventing such breaches, controlling for various factors such as attractiveness of target; size, scope, and complexity of organizations; defensive capabilities of organizations; and the different time periods during which organizations first became aware of the threats facing their data in an internetworked Information Age. While preliminary, the results are pronounced and suggest the promise of Federated Regulation and similar models at addressing the types of technologically and scientifically complex problems considered in this Article. 80 
V. CONCLUSION
This Article is more expository and descriptive than it is conclusory. It does suggest a strong conclusion regarding the efficacy of a particular cybersecurity policy-making process (password complexity), and it does suggest a solution for future cybersecurity policy making (risk-management-oriented policy-making frameworks). This Article does not, however, take on the greater challenge of addressing how not to repeat that mistake within other contexts beyond cybersecurity. It does identify the characteristics that give rise to policy-making failures and suggests that legal scholarship-indeed the entire legal system-must consider the following factors and how to reconcile them: (1) rapid technological development and change; (2) increasing complexity of social structures (often enabled by technological development); and (3) the core and fundamental values of the deliberative policy-making processes inherent in both direct democratic systems and representative republican governmental systems. We are entering into a period of rapid technological development and change. Because the nature of the antecedent technology-information and computing technology-is such that it increases the capabilities of other scientific and technical areas, we are at the beginning of rapid technological change, not the end. Thus, societal structures will face technological change undermining fundamental assumptions upon which those structures rely at an ever-increasing rate. Along with this change comes complexity. Yet our policy-making systems are designed around extended, deliberative processes. When facing a need for technical expertise, those systems assume that consensus exists as to the technical solutions and that this consensus does not change more rapidly than policymaking processes can respond. Furthermore, it assumes that when consensus is reached among technical experts, that consensus is backed with valid scientific evidence.
As this Article illustrates, the collisions of these two properties is deeply worrisome for cybersecurity and for other classes of problems that bear these characteristics. Part IV suggests that process-based regulatory structures, such as Federated Regulation, may provide at least interim solutions. But longer-term consideration of our policymaking process is necessary, lest the next fundamental error be not on the scale of irritating passwords but potentially large-scale social or economic injustices.
